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File preview

The PROJECT on what we are working on presents the FIRST part of the Rock Opera

“THE SNOW STAR” has been performed in a shorter version successfully in Germany

already.



In 1981 Adrian Iowa founded

the band PROTOTYP and

"prototyp" became program

for the band. With every

concert, the four musicians

presented new compositions,

there were no repetitions!

Adrian Iowa began his

musical career with his own

band PROTOTYP and

pleased his fans with

melodious Art Rock songs,

selective melodies and

stirring rhythms. Whoever

saw and listened to this band

before, knows why they

succeed in filling the masses

with enthusiasm straight

away!



The melodies go into the ear, the lyrics leave an imprint. The end product is merciless Entertainment, full of

surprises and because they don't become tired, they show their qualities live on stage to proof it - the

performance on stage is a must. Adrian Iowa is composer and copywriter of the band, (Some of his poems

appeared in magazines). Remarkable about the band was, that for 6 years (during 1981-1987), they renounced

the bass guitar. However, this was compensated through the development of an individual guitar tuning and gave

the Prototyp sound something really unique.... although lyrics existed only instrumental songs were played for

years... Adrian Iowa wanted to draw the audiences attention to the special tuned guitar of his. Adrian Iowa and

his band called PROTOTYP has become new members and define themselves somewhere between a

production team, studio musicians, family and band. They come together to realize this project, a unique Rock

Opera

A MUSICAL EVENT OF A SPECIAL KIND called



One of the best line- up's

at the moment that can

easily compete

legendary bands like

Pink Floyd, YES, Rush,

Journey, Kansas, etc…



ADRIAN IOWA

Ac/El Guitar/Bck.Voc



or like Adrian Iowa

said:

"Not better than the

other just other than

the best so, B

OriGinaL, don't

ImiTate!"

ULI WENZEL

Vocals/Percissions/Drums



MICHAEL BESENFELDER

Ac/El Guitar/Bck.Voc



ABOUT MY PHILOSOPHY

Ever since I was a musician I worked INDEPENDENTLY - away from the Major Labels and any kind of organisations from

the music industry. I NEVER signed any binding contracts to be able to compose FREELY and EXACTLY what I wanted to

express musically.

I always want to be FREE and I would like to be able to do what I desire. That, to me, is worth more than all the money in the

world. Thank God I have never made any compromises in my life. To have my own Label, my own company and professional

equipment was most important to me to have the possibility run projects with my own direction TOTALLY INDEPENDENT.



VICTOR MICLAUS

Bass/Bck. Voc



DOUGLAS GAGE

Sound Engineer



MISI FARCAS

DrumsPiano/Percussions



G.B.HARIGA

El Guitar



If somebody wants to pull comparisons to earlier Master pieces like this one, there is no way

to put the Rock Opera "THE SNOW STAR" into any category - however - qualitatively

Adrian Iowa and his Masterpiece can be compared with the largest representatives of the

genre without problem.



The first part of the Rock Opera “THE SNOW STAR” has been performed in a shorter version very successfully in

Germany already.



What is "The Snow Star", what is it all about, and what category of

music is represented?

THE SUBJECT



THE STAGE



THE DANCES



The different station in life, fates,

peoples dreams in search of

freedom, knowledge, love and life

are represented in a poetic way.

Psychologically, one can recognize

fundamentals of the development of

each person, stages of a process that

each of us must pass through in

order to find to themselves. At the

same time it always reflects the

anxiety to leave old ties and to enter

new territories. With this

background it becomes clear to the

listener and gives them the

possibility to identify themselves.

Everyone can regain and recognize

himself here, in the tension between

freedom and tie which is elementary

human.



Especially for the performance of

the Rock Opera "The Snow Star" a

totally new stage model was written,

song lyrics and the music are

exclusively self composition out of

the feather by composers and Song

Writer Adrian Iowa. Basis of the

musical events of the special type is

the exciting life of a snow flake and

the production of the Rock opera

orientates as close as possible to the

story.

A more angular stage (in form of a

snowflake) - self prepared - rages

into the hall.

The construction permits the

members of the band to reach the

audience as close as possible

and perform right in front of their

eyes. On the other hand the

audience receives an extensively

unrestricted insight of the "Stage".



The fundamental contingent by the

subject of this Rock Opera receives

changes and optical highpoints

through several dance scenes. The

dance group transfers the very

rhythmic stamped music to these

scenes with the stylistic devices of

the modern expression punch and

intersperses such a proper portion

pepper into the performance.

The choreography will only be

presented in one song, “Overture”,

the contents of the entire expresses:

The snowflake is born in the sky,

comes flying to the earth… hungry

for life and longing for Human

Love…



More than 200 Specialists will take part in the whole concept as follows

NECESSARY TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

- 120.000 Watt Power Amplifiers with 40 Speakers and remote

monitoring inc. In Ear System

- 200 KW Lighting System with remote lights beams

- 8 removable Traverses

- 8 Main Spots

- 8 LCD Video Lights

- 12 Position Projection Areas

……………………………….



* Technicians

* Camera men

* Internet-Specialists

* Journalists

* Security People

* Set up Crew



For each stage section and band member there is a camera. Prefabricated pictures will be

projected jointly with the stage events. Film material, pictures, graphics and current stage

events fuse together. Altogether several projectors will be available for these pictures…

THE STAGE DESIGN



THE LIGHTS



RESULTS



The elements of formation follow

extensively the specification of the

album The Snow star. Rich in

contrast pictures and graphics

determine the light design and stage

design. For each stage section there

is a camera.

The main concept of the stage team

is to turn the whole Concert Hall

into a Music Theatre, with stage

forms and lanes and the special

seating, etc.



PROTOTYP 's newest Stage

concept and lightning steps out of

the conventional, traditional light

technology. The prototype of a

brand-new system unites the

possibilities of many different light

sources with a sheer endless palette

of light colour up to the

representation of realistic

photographs reaching the effects

that this projector with the mobility

of a computer lamp produces. Light

effects are created by means of

Video light projection. The

programmed light fuses with real

pictures - imagination and reality

become one.



The Rock Opera "The Snow star"

sets on young and old talents, on

classical and surprising formats and

is acknowledged as a cultural act,

that musical knowledge and closely

connected to quality, credibility and

creativity. The Rock Opera

addresses an interested and curious

audience with its different program.

The spectators will recognize and

appreciate the quality and the

variety of the performance. The

Rock Opera will prevail as authentic

alternative in the music landscape

and will surely set new standards.

The Rock Opera counts as the Royal

discipline under all live

Performances. The public is already

sensitized through the musical

landscape in Germany on large

stage spectacles. The Rock Opera is

the perfect link between Rock

Performance and Musical.



•



Radio Stations playing PROTOTYP:



Germany, UK, USA, Holland, Greece, Bosnia and Herzgegowina, Romania, etc.

•

•



PROTOTYP on TV: Germany, Romania

Reviews about PROTOTYP (Adrian Iowa &amp; Friends):



Germany, UK, Holland, France, Italy, Swede, Czech Republic, Mexico, Serb &amp; Montenegro , Croatia,

Greece, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzgegowina, etc.



The German band PROTOTYP consists of a bunch of professional musicians whom all have been

active for a long time now. This can also be heard very clearly on the 3 songs counting demo and DVD

sent to me. Musically it is a mix 70s Classic Rock, Sympho and 80s AOR, resulting in a sound that

mixes the best of JOURNEY, ASIA and THIN LIZZY. “I’ve had enough” happens to be a catchy 80s

melodic rocker with good arrangements and nice melodies, while the other songs on the demo CD

show the classic 70s melodic guitarsound of the band. Closing track “1959” has some beautiful

melodies and is a nice STYX/MAGNUMish piece. This band should be able to release a sensational

full-length CD, but in the meantime this demo and short DVD features some of the band’s material of

which the fantastic uptempo Melodic Pomprocker “Children of the streets” is a song that hopefully is

recorded for official CD release soon, because this is classic MAGNUM meets HEEP! More info at:

http://www.prototypmusic.de and e-mail at: Management@prototypmusic.de Reviewd by Gabor

Kleinbloesem, STRUTTER MAGAZINE Holland, 2006



Art rock a tinte hard e di ottima fattura per i tedeschi PROTOTYP. Recuperando la matrice

teutonica degli Eloy, aprendosi alla fluidità pinkfloydiana e alle solennità nordamericane di

Kansas, Styx e Saga, la band confeziona un bel demo, ottimo apripista per progetti più ambiziosi

come la rock-opera sulla quale il gruppo è al lavoro.

PROTOTYP è creatura del "padre-padrone" Adrian Iowa, circondato da figliocci e pupilli: il suo

marchio di fabbrica, come chitarrista ma principalmente autore, è percettibile nei tre brani:

maestosi, pomposi, pieni di grinta e melodia, tra l'altro confezionati molto bene, ancorchè

prevedibili e un po' scontati.

"I've had enough" è un'ottima opener da opera rock, incalzante, accattivamente nel refrain,

magniloquente al punto giusto. La strumentale "The call of music" ha un sapore romantico ed è un

ottimo sfoggio tecnico per la band, ancora più accentuate nelle venature epiche e neoclassiche di

"1959".

Un buon inizio per questo gruppo-famiglia di cui sentiremo presto parlare.

Recensito da Donato Zoppo Per ulteriori dettagli:

http://www.prototypmusic.de – PROTOTYP



Figures:



Management and

Organisation

Band

Background- Singers

Orchestra + Chorus

Dancers

Actors

Live Speaker

Camera People

Light design/special

Projection

Computer specialists

Sound

special Seating (Planetarium

chairs)

Set up Crew



,- EUR



8 Members

3 Pers.

80 Pers.

12 Pers.

3 Pers.

1 Pers.

9 Pers.

3 Pers.



,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR

EUR



3 Pers.

3 Pers

1500



,- EUR

,- EUR

,- EUR



30 Pers.



,- EUR



Participation of aprox. 200 Persons who will take part on the Premiere (2 evenings)

,- EUR



INVESTMENT



…EUR,- Investment for 12 Months Performance and 2 Premiere 200 Persons



1. Time Frame (one year)

2. Investment ,- EUR

3. Usage

• Compositions: Honorariums

• Music productions Production related Expenses

- Rehearsals and Rehearsal Studio

- Honorariums for Rehearsals

- Honorariums for 2 Premiere Events

- Infra structure

- Research

- Advertising Cost

• Concerts: Performance related Expenses for

- Rent Concert Hall

- Infra structure

- Honorariums for Concerts

- Advertising Expenses
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